Renton / Will Rogers/Wiley Post Memorial SPB / W36

Communications

- TWR: 124.7 (Renton Airport)
- CTAF: 124.7 (118.3 Boeing twr for traffic advisory)
- UNICOM: 122.85 and 122.95

Navigation

- Elevation: 14’ MSL
- TPA: 814’ MSL (800’ AGL)
- Runway: 12/30; 5000’×200’; Water
- Lights: None
- Latitude: N 47° 29.99’
- Longitude: W 122° 13.16’

Services

- Fuel: 100LL, Jet A, and Jet A+

Notes

Right hand traffic on waterway 12. Flocks of waterfowl on lake. Extensive boating and personal watercraft in vicinity.
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